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o argue t'mt someone, let us d i him 'William, bas a iiatiird
right to liberty is to argue for a right which exists prior to
my convention or weemelat, regardless of whether he is a
member of a particular society or mmmunity. Such a right is due
to the possession of certain natural attribu
virtue of which
is said to.& a human being and is
on a normative
understanding of human nature. It thus involves more than a
mere appeal to "natural powers," but it does not require that
William be in some original state of nature. The natural sight to
liberty is wed to determine what duties ought to be Pegally
required of others. It is used to morally evaluate and criticize a
legal system, e.g., Apartheid in South Africa, and when change is
not forthcoming2it is the moral basis for revolution.
The claim that William has a natural right to liberty has
certain ontolo~cal,epistemollogied, metaethical, and ethical
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presuppositions. They are: (1)that Willim exists and is what he
is independent and apart from human cognition; (2) that W~lliam
can be known as he really is; (3) that what William is k essential
to showing what his ultimate end or telos is and thus what is truly
valuable for him; (4) that wlliam's telos provides the normative
standard for determining what William ought to desire and do;
and (5)that the natural right to liberty protects the self-directedness of Wlliam when he is in the compmy of other%and thereby
provides the w i d and political condition ne
sibility that William might flourish, attain his natural end. (1)
and (2), when generalized, constitute the ontological and epistemological position called "philosophical realism." (3) and (4) are
the fundamental premises of a "natural end" ethics, and (5) is a
contemporary fornulation of a justification of the natural right to
liberty in terms of what Leo Strauss called "classic natural
right."'
It is, sf course, no news that David Hume rejects the natural
right to liberty. How Mume's phenomendisrn undercuts the presuppositions of natural rights is well-known. Further, responses
to phenomenalism, though not as well-known, have been made.2
What is not so well-known, however?is that Mume %holm3 are
interpreting his fundamental views in a different manner, m d
this new interpretation p
a different set of objections to the
n&.urdright tn !fi&y. Th- =bjg&i=rfi the prsip-p$tism of
the natural right to liberty, as well as to the function of this
natural right itself, will be the concern of this essay. It will be
argued that, by and large, these new objections do not apply to
either philosophical realism, natural end ethics, or the natural
right to liberty. Rather, the proper target of these objections is a
Cartesian or, more generally, rationalist conception of these positions. We will begin by considering one of the new interpretations
of Hume.

In Pdumels Philosophy of Cornpnon ~ i f e *Donald W. Livinston
persuasively argues that Hume9s philosophy is not a form of
phenomenalism. Rather, Livingston believes that the best way to
endental prspective on the
read Hurne's philosophy is as a tr
nature and limits of philosophical theories of experience. This
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prspctive, which Hume te
"true philmphy*" holds that
philmphy must give up m y
ority to direct belief and judgb
ment independent of the prxtices, traditions, custom, passions
and prejudicw of the world of common life. 'True philosophy"
presupposes the authority of common life as a whole. It i
s only
through the cwtoms m d practicw of common life that we can
think about reality Common life or popular thinking is the ultimate conceptual ffsaflsework for inkrpreting prceptions. Though
any p d i c u l m j u d p e n t or practice of common life may be critiot be questioned.
cized, the entire order sf common Efe
PhiImmphy -not
claim to test common life as a whole against
reality. W e philwphf is pwt-pyrrhonim. It recognizes its
diemtion from ultimate r d i t y - r d i t y as it is apart from how
it is conceivd through the customs and practices of common life.
When phiIomphy tries to answer ultimate questions apart
from the frmework of the world of common Iife, that is, when it
assumes that it has the authority to reject the entire set of
customs and conventions which constitute common life, it is "Wse
phi%wphy9'
m d Heads to total skepticism if eomistently followed,
False philosophem are, however, seldom consistent and do not
recognize that they p
pose the mtsm and canventions of
common life. They su
they have insights i n t ultimate
~
reality as o p p o d t;o t
on life. They lack
:ITAr m n o --n l:-a n ulurninzition."
m e n p r z t i c d in the mdemy, false ppKilosophy is amusing
and ridiculous, but when it declares an entire social and political
order illusory and prwlaims the moral necessity of razing this
order and replacing it with a new one, it is dangerous. It threatens
the peace and well-being of society; for it would destroy the very
customs and practices that give mord s t a n d s & their force and
meming. Aec~rdingly~
Hume can be interpreted as performing
two tasks: a p i t i v e one of exploring common life and explaining
reality, e.g., causality, within the confines of common life and a
negative, therapeutic, one of purdng from common Pif6 the d m p r o u s illusiod of false philmphy.
Central to Livfn@ton9soverall interprehtion of Hume is his
claim that
L

m

7.

Hume has &oldus prsioua little a b u t the meaaSng of Tmprwdon" and Tdea."We h o w that they are the same, differing o d y
in force and vivacity, that the difference is roughly that between
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feeling and thinking, and that ideas represent impressiom. But
these expressions are just so many variables in search of values.... There is no support in the text for substituting phenomenalistic values for the variables and, further, no support for
taking impressiom as the paradigm for understanding ideas.5

Hume's "'first principle" that all ideas are derived from past
impressions should not, then, be taken to require that impressions are sense data or that ideas are mere faint impressions.
Though impressions are causally prior, they are not prior in the
order of intelligibility. Tdeas are not the ghosts of simple impressions conceived as sense data. We cannot understand simple
impressions without first undelrstanding the a-priori structure of
ideas...."6
The egocentric starting point that Locke seemed to uncritically accept from Descartes is also not Hume's. According to
Livingston, 'perceptions of the mindn-by which Hume understands the astiom of seeing, hearing, judging loving, hating, and
thinking--are conceived in a common way. They cannot exist
apart from public objects. They are not mental im
somehow know or inspect privately before we know anything else.
Further, the meanings of words are not private m e n d images.
Rather, the meaning a€ words is fixed by h b t o s i d $ develop&
human convention and agreement. Language arises unreflm:tive.e!ye*.%r time out of the humzn n d t
a cornmiinimte. i u l
the conventions, practices, and rules of common life involve the
convention of language. Linguistic convention historically developed is considered fundmental when it Gomes to explaining the
meaning of a word.'
Hume's "first principle" does, according to Livingston, require
that all ideas are past-entailing, and this is where Livingston's
interpretation is most novel. Hume is interpreted as advocating
an "Iistorical empiricism." Its deep paradigm of significance and
understanding is that of stories or narrative associations. We only
understand things after they have occurred and are compared to
later occurrences. A simple impression of, for e
at first not intelligible. It
mes so only after it is past, and we
compare it with a resemb
perception, called an idea. 'Warrative significance is conveyed to the earlier
it in the light of the later perception, whi
this light is thought of as an idea." Tenseless ideas, e.g., "man,"
111
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'"red," "elastic," "%ose,"
and so on, are possible by abstrastion from
the temporal fatures of resembling e k t e n w . Yet, no full cornprehension of an idea is
ible apart &om the appropriate
narrative encounter, that
art from the experience of the
impression and idea in recollection. One only fully comprehends
an idea when one knows its story.
eas,like "nephew," "friend," 'V'U.
S. senator," " p r i e ~ t , ~ '
Te
,' 'gqueen,"cannot be applied to present existences
Tudo
uanless certain statements about the past are true. These ideas
eosrespond to ~ t - e n t a i l i n gexistences, that is r e d nephews,
friends, senators, Tudor roses, and queens which have the past
onblodcally built into their p r w n t existence. Such ideas as
'bean," "women," "reded,'"'elastic,"
,"and the like, do not.
They refer to things that have no
What Hume calk the InorEd
the world of common life, is constitutec%by individuals and institutions with past-entailing existences. A woman, for e
a natural object, and the criteria for predicatiq 'bvoman" is based
on ~bservation,but the same is not true of "queen." There are no
properties of being a queen to observe 'because "the past that
constitutes a queen cannot, in principle, be o'asewed."' The properties f ~ being
s
a queen is a narrative relation to the past. '%
understand this relation we would have to understad the prin- G ~ L L A at~ r c u r a u r re *u-rna;atvt jr n f actinn t h a t mnqtitutpc,
LAPA~- W V
,-----.. ---- jt,
T h e principles
~
determine a vast system of narratim relations
which inform the rank, status, privileges, rights, and duties of an
entire social and political carder of whish the queen is a part."10
Such existences as a queen do not exist independent of the
temporally reflective mind. They are narrative existences.
Not only, however, are the individual%m d institutions which
constitute the world ~fcommonlife narrative existences, they are
alw normative entities. They have a normative character, for they
do not exist apart the passions and sentiments we naturally
attach to them. h f i h i n g with
roperties is emotionally
charged, We have an original pr
to view the past normatively9a temporal passion which gives
existences, e.g.,
the Bill of Rights, Founding Fathers,
a U.S. senator,
authority m d pr
iptive power. The moral world for Hume,
then, is not the natural world, if that is ulnderstaod to mean the
spatiotemporal world existing independently of mind. Rather,
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the moral world is the natural world viewed in light of temporal
human passions from certain points of view-namely, points of
view which relate present occurrences to the past and evaluates
them in light of it. "Objectivity in the moral world is constituted
by these points of view and is manifest in the conventions of
common life and the language that info
The rules for the use of moral language, which result unreflectively over time from reconciliations of conflicting sentiments and judgments, provide a common point of view and express moral norms. This common point of view, which everyone
feels, is social utility. Yet, utility is not an abstract norm which
ean be used to evaluate and reconstruct w i d and politid institutions. Rather, utility is a value immanent in existing institutions. It is only used to explain why social and political institutions break down.
Moral principles for Hume are true in virtue the rules governing the application of the terms that constitute them. The conventions of morality and the conventions of language are internally
connected. They constitute the public conditiorns to be met by alry
participant in the convention of morality. It is only through the
use of moral language that self-consciousness of moral convens achieved. The moral world is fundamentdiy a system of
tions i
historically developed conventions.
Hume's historical empiricism has no place for natural ends.
Such an approwtch to ethics is clearly out of place. A s Hume noted
in a letter to Francis Hutchwn:

I cannot agree to your Sense of Nahral. Tis founded on final
Causes; which is a Consideration, that appears to me pretty
uncertain and unphilosophical. For pray, what is the End of
Man? Is he created for Happiness or Virtue? For this Life or for
the next? For himself or for his Maker? Your definition ofNatural
depends on solving these Questions, which are endless, & quite
wide of my Purpose.l2

The idea that human nature might be a telos or find cause is
considered to be part of a providential conception of nature and
hisbry. Neither an empirical study of nature nor history provides
any evidence that the universe was designed for a pu
this pu
constitutes wme normative stmdard.
Livingston, only the past can be normative for Hume, and the
providential view of nature and history treats the future as a
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nornative stmdard. TB think of the fiture as nornative conflick
ions which for Hume are fun
with the temporal
internal tg the fu
of reason itself.
In social and political philosophy9 Hurne9shistorical empiricism requires that the conceptual effects of "C&esianism in
palitics" be eliminated. The attempt by social and political philosophers to deny the rational authority and reality of the existing
social and political order by appealing to
e.g., the
natural right to liberty, set forth by an ahis
of reason
that society is a
must be challenM. There must be a
ibie, for it is the
sacred order. Without it, moral reform is
basis from which our m o d ideals are taken. As Livingston states:
In knowing the present as constituted by common life7 it is
logisally necessary that we also know the past. Descartes is
wrong, thew, ta think that the past must be bracketed out in
order to know the present. Such bracketing would conceptually
destroy the pastentailing structure of the present and with it
the world of common life. We should then be left with merely
tenselessly conceived i n & ~ d (men,
d
pemsms, rational agents,
m d the like), pursuing tenseless goals, discemwtd from each
other and preceding generations l i b , ta w e H-zmef memorable
image, the silkworms of a season.13

Etemlutionary activity which seeks t~ upset the entire social and
political order is ultimately incoherent. Enst&, we must uncover
the moral s l a d a r d s that make up the whole of common life, put
them into order, and w e them as the basis for evolutionary
rehm.
In Humeyshistgrid empiricisea we thus "find a conceptual
structure designed to rebut revolutionary thought and capable of
explaining in broad outline the conservative view sf legitimate
social and political order."14 It is in f i n
ental opposition to the
idea that an entire social and politid order might have to be
c~anged.According to L i v i n ~ t g nm
, y standards that might be
used to evaluate a social and politid order are either abstract
tensel- stand=& or concrete narrative ones. If they are the
former, then they are vacuous unless intelpreted in terms of some
actual h i s t o r i d social and politid order. If they are the latter,
then ultimately one i
s not revolting @mt the entire social and
plitical arded5
It would e e b i n l y seem that Livinpton presents us with a

much different Xume, but this new intelpretation of Kume is like
the older, phenomenalistic one in, at least, one respect-namely,
philosophical realism, natural end ethics, and natural rights do
not fare very well. In the hands of Livingston's Hume, philosophical realism is considered as an example of false philosophy,
because it supposes that it can provide a n account of reality, not
merely reality as conceived through the beliefs and practices of
common life. A commitment to natural ends is seen as not only
involved in endless metaphysical disputes but tied to a n untenable providential conception of nature and history. The natural
right to liberty is viewed as a 'betaphysical rebellion" against the
reality of the status quo. I t involves an ahistorical use of reason
which tries to appeal to a timeless order of nature that somehow
exists independent of historical processes. Ultimateiy, the natural
right to liberty is a n empty standard. It only succeeds in tearing
the actual historical social
down the very basis for standar
a n d political order. These a r e the basic objections t h a t
Livingston's Hume has to the natural right to liberty and its
presuppositions. The following sections will not attempt to argue
for philosophical realism, natural end ethics, and the natural
right to liberty. Instead, they will simply attempt to show that
these objwtions, by and large,m k their mark. These objections
are more properly aimed at a rationalistic conception of philomphicai reaiism, naturai end ethics, and natural rights.

Philosophical realism is characterized by two theses. The first
thesis is metaphysical.

1.There are beings which exist, and are what they are,
independent and apart from anyone's cognition of
them.
The second thesis is epistemological.
2. These beings can be known in human cognition, more
or less adequately, often with great difficulty, but
still known as they really are.
The second, epistemological, thesis, will be
metaphysid, thesis will not be examined, but its importance will
be noted a t the end of this essay.
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Crucial to the maintenance of philossphical r e d k m k epistemological thesis are four distinctiom, The Erst distinction regas& how human percepts and concepts are understood. They can
be understood as direct, self-contained ob~ectsof awareness or
not. If they are understood as direct, self-contained objects of
awareness, then philosophied realism's epistemologicial thesis
becomes highly dubious. Indeed, the central epistemoIogical problem of modern philosophy almost immediately a p
canever h o w the nature of, or even the existence of, extramentd
beings? Once percepts and concepts are treated as objects which
canbe h o w directly without making reference to something other
thaw themselves, then the entire dialectic of modern philosophy
is in place. Can we know extramental reality? Is there extramentd r d i t y ? Haw can skepticism be avoided? What are the conditions and limits of human knowing? What are the conditions a n d
limits of objectivity?
If, on the other hand, percepts and concepts are not understood
as direct, self-contained objects of human awareness, but instead.
as the activities by which human awareness occurs, then t h e
problem of moving from what is "inside" consciousness ta what is
""sutside'"does not immediately appear. Further, if percepts a n d
concepts a m o t be identified as conscious states if they a r e not
first of or a b u t something other than themselves, then t h e
epistemoiogicai thesis ofphiiosophicai realism is nwi diibio-w, alid
the dialectic of modern philosophy's epktemologid investigations can be largely avoided.
The Cartesian egocentric s k r t i n g point which, according to
Livingston, Hume so justly rejects i
s not one that philosophical
realism accepts. Further, if percepts and concepts are not direct,
self-contained objects of human awareness, then it does not follow
from the rejection sf the claim that a word's meaning is some
private mental image t h a t the rules of language a r e fundamentad when it comes the determination of linguistic meaning. A
realist theory of linguistic meaning which uses abstraction a n d
involves uItimate reference to extramentd reality remains a
possibility.
The second distinction is between an "absolute" and a n "Qbjective" =count sf human c o ~ t i o nAn
. &=lute aecount of human
cognition requires that h u m m k n o w i d s not be mmething partial or incomplete, that knowledge claims must be made sub specie
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orsternitatis, and that humans cannot claim to h o w some prsposition, P, unless they know both that they cannot be wrong
regarding P and that not-P -not
ibly be true. An objective
account of human cognition holds that not everything can be
known in all its detail all at once, that knowing is achieved in
pieces, step by step, and can change and develop, and that
neither human fallibility nor limitations preclude one from
knowing that P.
In order to maintain its commitment to cognitive realism it
is not necessary for philosophical realism to accept an "'absolute"
account of human knowledge. It can be admitted that there is a
sense in which human knowledge is relative. As Roger Rigg
notes:
Our knowledge is still correct, since partial, or relative, knowlf elative" need
not make us fear that we are lapsing into the kind of position
edge is knowledge, and the mere use of the *rm

which makes truth and reality themselves relative matters.
rtelative" is in fact here being opposed to "absolute*rather than
Uobjective.w16

The objective account of human knowledge readily acknowledges that there is no privileged position, no ' W s vantage
pint," from which to deternine the truth of p r o p i t i o m a d that
the procedures for determining their truth will vary with subject
matter and the evidence and methods currently available. The
objective account of human cognition recognizw that knowledge
is achieved by a human subject-a subject which has a mode of
cognition and whose interests and needs can determine the starting point as well as extent of theories and investigations. Yet, the
objective account of human knowledge does not hold that since
human howledge is not "absolute," but is "relative" in the sense
admitted, that one is, "therefore,'kot capable of knowing what
things really are.
Accordingly, philosophical realism does not assume that in
order to have an adequate account of reality, it is necessary to raze
all the opinions, beliefs, and practices of the world of common life.
Since there is no intrinsic 'barries"between a knower and reality,
and since conceptual awareness is not conceived of as a closed
a-contextual repository of omnissience, the world of common life
need not be regarded as being nothing more.than mere ap
The ratiodistic hubris which holds that oniy the pussopher (or

the scientkt) b o w s true r 4 i Q and that the world sf common
life d d s with something less than r d i t y is entirely foreia to
philosophical realism.
The third distinction is betwen the mode and content of
human cognition. As Aquinas nates:
Although it is necessary for the truth of aognition that the
cognition answer t
n the thing know, still it is not necessary that
the mode of the thing known be the same as the mode of its
cognitions17

to assume that the mode of existence of human
It is not nec
e as the mode of existence of what is
cognition must be the
cognized in order for humm eopitiaw &s be of realities which
exist m d are what they me, independent sf human cogmition. Far
cannot exist independently and
ple, it can be true that
e being true of the
apart from human. cognition without the
hiwgs which it refers. Most generally stated, our knowledge
can be of reality without being identified with it. It is not necesto assume that what can be truly predicated of our mode s f
owledge must dm be truly predicated of what we know. Philosophical redism does not require this wumption.
This distindion has i m p d m t implicatiorns when it comes t o
understanding the nature sf social institutions, practices,
customs, and conventions. Just as it canbe true that 'man" cannot
exist indepndently and apart from
gnition without the
same being true sf the beings to wh
rs, ss it can be true
that wid institutiom, practices, eusbms, and conventions cannot exist apart from human cognition and effort without the same
being true of the realities upon which they are b d . There is
nothing inconsistent about claiming that nephews, friends,
queens, and U. S. senators are narrative existences that do no
exist apart from the human mind and at the same time holding
that these narrative existences also depend on certain characteristics and features of the extramental reality we d l %urnan
being.'"Fus&her, the h c t that there is p e a t diversity in social
institutions in various times and places is not inconsistent with
there being hndamental features about human nature that are
true in mriow times and places m d u p n which social imtituThe foudh distinction p r t a i m to how the empiricist maxim,
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'mihi1 in intellectu quid non prius erat in sensu," is interpreted.
This maxim could mean either (a) that all objects of knowledge
are without exception presented in sense perception and recognized &y sense perception or (b)that all objects of knowledge are
without exception presented in sense perception but not necessarily recognized &y sense perception. If interpretation (a) is followed, then human knowledge is confined to what the senses
explicitly grasp. If interpretation 01) is followed, then it is
for all human knowledge to be based on s e w perception but not
confined to what the senses explicitly gasp. Thus, sense perception could involve an implicit awareness of the intelligible character of extramental realities which we discover by abstraction.
Interpretation (b) is the approach taken by Aristotle and
Aquinas. A s Etienne Gilson once noted when explaining this
approach, "the senses
a message which they cannot interich discovers and interprets what the
pret." It is human r
senses present. Human knowledge is not something that carm be
divided into the sensory/empirical and the rational/conceptual.
These aspects of human knowledge are distineishable, but they
are not separable. Both are necessary. Yet, what is crucial to
interpretation (b) is that it allows for human reason to play an
active role in discovering but not creating, the inklliable chzracter of reality.
.
Intq-get~ties(E) cf the e;;l-*-.p :-+~ ----A- ~ i
's the
~ his
~ for the
~
traditional claim that Hume has a phenomendistic ontology, and
it is this view of Hume that Livingston's interpretation challenges. Livingston argues that for Hume the intelli@bility of
impressions is found in understanding the a priori structure of
ideas--that is, the way present impressions are narratively
linked to past ones. In effect, it is the beliefs, customs, practices,
and convention%of the world of common life that provide intelligibility. Without the past as concretely presented in the institutions of common life our world would be a booming, buzzing
. . ist maxim is not
confusion. Yet, interpretation (a)of the em
the only alternative. If interpretation (b) is
,then it could be
possible for the world of common life to be understood not as an
a priori source of intelligibility but as an historical context in
which new discoveries are made. As noted before, human knowledge does not exist in a vacuum. Human knowledge is not like a
static, timeless, snapshot or picture. Yet, to admit this is not to
a

b
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that the world of common life is a tr
endenM stnrcture which provides inteuigibiliq but prevenb us from b o w i n g
what redity truly k.Livingstom may indeed be c ~ r ~ ein
c tinterpreting Hume as neither holding interpretation (a)of the empiricist maxim nor adopting a phenomenalistic ontology, but this
does not show that the
for inbrpretation Oe)
of the empiricist masdm or philwphicd realism.

Natural end ethics involves a commitment to the existence of
a human telss, but this commitment need not require either
involvement in endless metaphysid disputes or an acceptance s f
a providentid conception of nature and history. The question of
whether there are natural ends is primarily a question of whether
there are some facts which cannot be explained or adequately
understood without appealing to a natural end or function. Specifically, when it comes to understanding what living things a r e
and how they act, can the laws in terms of which organic phenomena are explained be r e d u d ts laws which make no mention of
the end or goa9 of the living p r s s e s but only to how the materid
constituenfs interxt? If sueh a reduction
ot be made, then
there is a case to be made for teleology
Contemporary developments in biology seem ta support the
idea that such a seduction cannot be made, and the core idea of
Asistotle's natural teleoloa-naznelys that a living thing has an
irreducible potential for its mature s B
vindicated,''
This is, of course, an empirical matter an
be answered
from the philosopher's arm chair. Yet, it is clear that if there is a
biocentric basis for natural ends, then teleology need not be
regarded as universal or cosmic in order to be defended. Nor is it
necessary to adopt a theistic conception of the universe or somehow view history as unfolding according to some divine plan.
This is,of course, not yet ts explain what the hwnan telos is.
This is a huge task and cannot %Mhandled here.
realized that the claim that an entity %las a nature o
~
not be tied to Platonic or even rationalistic f o m ~ l a t i o n s , 'that
is, once it is rdizedl that the nature of something is discovered
than sense prmption and need not be eternally fxedl, then this
task becomes less ominous. Pudhemore, current discussions

r e w d i n g such topics as human flourishing, the nature of the
and how an ethics
relationship between r
entialism are part
of virtue differs from deontologis
of the process of explaining the et
imensions of the human
telos, This a h is much too huge an issue to be discussed here,
but there are two points that can be made regarding natural end
ethics that are particularly relevant.
1.Rume9srdhatction t b t morality must involve human passions and desires is not something that a natural end ethics
rejects. The use and control of passions, the creation of rational
desire, is central to this ethics. The rationalistic attempt to make
morality something that does not involve the passions, ultimately
something impersonal which exists apart from an individual,and
his history, has no place.
2. The actual form that a person's flourishing takes will be
d e t e m i n d by faetors that cannot be abstractly formulated.
Though there are virtues which everyone can be said to need if
they are to flourish, what they actually involve, what conduct they
concretely require, depends on the person's eircumlances, in a
word, on the person's history. Prudence, the fundamental intellectual virtue of a natural end ethics, determines what ought. t o
be done. Yet, being pmdent is not merely a mmner of following
moral virtues in the way one follows a recipe in cooking a meal.
m-t +La
,<&..^.-.
--...-- what they econmeteiy invoive, is
arcau o l r u u v r d v l r Wrequire,
determind by a person's own insight into the situation. Morality
cannot be divorced from the particular and the contingent. A
natural end ethics holds that moral abtractions that try to be
tenseless and universal, with no role for the individual's own
insight and history, are both useless and dangerous.
There are many insights of Humeys historical empiricism
which are not alien to a natural end ethics, but this is, of course,
not to say that there are not important differences between
Hume's approach to morality and that of s natural end ethics.
These differences cannot be discussed at this time, but they are
worthy of mention. There are five. (1)A natural end ethics holds
n canc r a t e rational desires.
that human nature is such that r
Thus, even though passions or desires are always present in
normative matters, they do not rule. A natural end ethics sees
itself as occupying a middle ground between a rationdistic
deontologism m d a theory of moral sentiments wxch makes the

..
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pwioaas the b i s for nomativiQ- (2) Even though undemtmding the narrative history of ssmething is crucid to its full comprehemion, the past qua past can only be of instrumental value
to a mtural end ethics. The past has no intrinsic value. (3) A
natural end ethics
the ethical Iife as being concerned with
the attainment of human flourishing of the individual hum=
king. WhiIe achowIedang that there is a social and interpersond dimension to the ethical life, it does not assume that ethics
must attain a common or impersonal point of view. (4) A natural
end ethics does not assume that the meming of 'ttility" or
"Ruman need'" is dekrmimd merely by what someone desires or
wants. SometEng deeper is required. (53 Ultimately, amording to
%i%in~ton,
Mume ho%&that we have an original propensity to
view the
tiwly. En other words, the past i
s ultimately
valuable,
our temporal passion, and there is nothing
more fun&mentd. A m t u r d end ethics, on the other hand, seeks
to reverse the causal order by claiming that there is something
which is valuable in itself, e.g., the flourishing of the individual
humm king* m d p w i o w and desires are for the sake of this
state sf being, 1%
there i
s no state of k i n g which is an end in itsel6
then one is trying to move from what is desired to what is
desirable. Even though it may be im
ible for us to contsider the
past without temporal affection and piety, this only shows our
desires. It does not make the past valuable. From the perspective
of a natural end ethics, Livingston's Rume seems to be either
guilty of trying to derive an "ought" from an ""is"or guilty of not
really providing a mmative theov-tht is, a theory which tells
people what they ought to do. InsLead, it may only be an account
of what they in fact do.
RIGHT TO LIBERTTl
'h claim that Willim has a natural right to liberty is indeed
to upheld a moral concept by which to evaluate legal systems. On
the basis of this right, particular laws and entire l e d systems
can have their moral authoriQ challenged.Yet, this does not mean
that the reality of the padiculas laws or the leg@ systems Q
denid. 3% uphold t h t the nature of a humm being provids a
basis for d e t e m i ~ n not
g only how one ought to live but what the
c h a a c k r of a legal system should be like Q onPy to say what ought

b be. This is not to endorse what Livingsbn regards as the
ultimate ontological principle of Cartesianism in politicsnamely, Wegel's claim that the rational is the real and the real is
the rational. To claim that there ought to be a legal system which
protects the right to liberty and to argue for, and indeed establish,
the rationality of this claim is not to show that the present legal
system is unreal or illusory.
Yet, why does Livingston think that the natural right to
liberty involves denying the reality of a n illegitimate legal system? In describing Cartesianism in politics he states: '"True social
and political order is viewed as an order of m t w e : a timeless
object of reason existing independently of the historical proce~s."'~
Hence, anything that is not timeless is not real. Yet, there
is a n ambiguity here. When we speak of "a timeless object of
reason" do we mean, for example, the concept "manJyor what this
concept signifies-namely, men. When the concept "man" is the
object of reason, then this object is timeless, for we are considering
our abstraction. But when we do not consider the concept "man"
but instead what it signifies, then, of course, the objects of reason
are not timeless. Human beings are born, mature, grow old, and
die. The Cartesian .view of nature involves a confusion of concepts
and realities or, as old-time kistotelian logicians would say, a
confusion of second and first intentions. Such a confusion is the
basis for Piatonism and many other forms of idealism, but it is
not something a proponent of the natural right to liberty needs to
accept.
Generally, unless we have some interest in doing so, when we
abstractly consider features of human beings and form the concept "man" we are not attending to their temporal dimension. This
is, of course, not to deny the reality of this dimension or the many
other features of human beings that are not specified when we
form the concept "man." An awareness of how the process of
abstraction works is vital to al1,areas of philosophy. It is, however,
especially important to ethics, and, if possible, even more so for
the ethics of revolution. What actions are to be taken against a
morally illegitimate legal system must involve considerations
that go far beyond a mere determination that the natural right to
l i b e m is not respected. The natural right to liberty tells us w b t
a morally appropriab legal system must do, but it does not tell
us what the proper procedures for the elimillation of illegitimate
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legal system are or how LO creak and implement legitimate ones.
The naturd right to libPty is not the only mor
relevant here. Cowtrargr to what L i e n s t o n su
no inconsistency for an advocate of the natural
regard no existing avemment as legitimate,
time, not to call for all of them to be overthrown. Surely, an
advocate of the natural right to liberty does not have to be blind
ple, the government of t h e
to the difference between, for e
United States and that of the Soviet Union's.
According to Eivingsbnk Hume, the centrd objection to t h e
natural right to liberty is its vacuity. In other words, this right
has to be interpreted ''by the standlards of some actual h i s t o r i d
order having independent authority."22The crucial issue here is
not whether the natural right to liberty cara take various forms in
cultures m d times. Certainly, no advocate of this right
s deny tMs. Rather, the k u e is whether there is any
substantive content to this right. Does it provide a way of determining what liberty is and when it is violated in any society at
any time? Inded, this a h seem to be the central issue when it
comes to discussing the nature of anything: Can an abstract
undeastsnnding of, for example, human bein@ have any content
w that regardless of the culture or time we am determine what
is a human being and what is not?
Granting the natiire of a h=ii biiig is not be some timeless
reality that exists in some metrrphysicd heaven and that our
knowledge of kumm nature can be partid and incomplete and
subject to enor, and even admitting that there can be borderline
cases,we can still nonetheless claim that a human being is an
animal whose consciousness can, when self-directed, grasp the
world in conceptual form. An abstract understanding of human
beings is not contentless. This is not, however, the place for a
detailed discussion of the process of discoveringthe real definition
of something. FW~&, this has been done elsewhereF3 Yet, it can
be said that unless Hume's historical empiricism takes a rationalistic turn and announces a priori that there is and can be nothing
that abstracction can discover from sense prception regarding the
entities we call "humm,"there is no principled basis for afl
h i s t o r i d empiricbm to hold that an a ' b s t r b understanding of
maw is contentlm. h d if this is true, then there can be no
principled objection, even though this is a more complicated
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matter, to the natural sight to liberty having sufficient content to
judge actual historical and political orders. The historical empiricism of Livingston's Hume does not seem, nor does it need, to be
historicist.
Hume could, of course, argue against abstractions having any
content by denying the first, metaphysical, thesis of philosophical
realism, but if this is done, then he abandons his status as "true
philosopher" and becomes a brother metaphysician. This was
certainly an option for the older phenomenalktic Hume, but it is
not one for Li~ngston9s
Xume.
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